2007 400ex

The EX also sports a sturdy steel frame with removable sub-frame and exceptionally rigid cast
aluminum swing-arms. Triple disc brakes provide much needed stopping power and an
aggressive body style compliments the drive line well. Honda EX specs include a high
performance cc dry-sump, air-cooled, four-stroke single cylinder engine. A radial four valve
combustion chamber RFVC takes care of creating horsepower. Honda paid particular attention
to camshaft timing in order to meet the tough requirements set for torque and usable
horsepower. The motor has dual intake and dual exhaust ports for maximum engine efficiency.
Standard ex piston size to CC ratios are as follows. These sizes are affected by natural wear
over time. If you measure your piston opening and find it has a reading of Select your ex piston
size and rings accordingly when you plan your rebuild. While you could do wheelies and jumps
along with your friends the chances were that your ATV would still run when theirs needed
repairs. Another factor that made the Honda EX popular is the fact it was equally comfortable on
the track and on the trails. The drive-train only moves in one direction, forward. It took a little bit
of coaxing to reach that speed. Common performance upgrades included Elka shocks and ITP
bead-locks. I know because I see a lot of used EX quads still sporting them. Fully Synthetic oil
is not required unless engine performance has been increased with after-market parts or has
already been using synthetic oil. Your email address will not be published. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. In-Depth Guides. Kawasaki
Mojave Specs and Top Speed. ATV by Brand. Best Lists. Know How. Share Tweet. Baja In Depth
Guides. In Depth Guides Kawasaki. In Depth Guides Yamaha. Honda In Depth Guides. ATV
Manufacturer. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. See all
results. More Stories. What Are Cam Phasers? Click on item description for info. We were
unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this.
Compatibility information is not available for this item. This listing is for part or sub-assembly
number given below only. Good usable working condition. Good valves. Might also fit Check
with dealer :. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window
or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new
window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing has ended. Ships to:. This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs
duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Visit store. Start of add to list
layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Feb 20, PST. Does not ship to
Ukraine See details. Seller's other items. Similar sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please
wait. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s
matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this
table have been provided by glorigoods. GloriGoods glorigoods Categories Other. Back to
home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Compatibility: See
compatible vehicles. Ended: Feb 20, PST. Shipping: Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item
location: Monroeville, Pennsylvania, United States. Seller: glorigoods Seller's other items. All
Premium Graphics are produced to order and may take up to 5 business days to manufacture.
All graphics are digitally printed with UV resistant inks that are guaranteed not to fade up to 5
years. These are not your typical color Silk-Screened graphics. Our digital technology produces
extremely Vivid and detailed images, up to We use the thickest layer of clear vinyl over laminate
protection. Our Genuine 3M brand adhesive assures your graphics won't be peeling off unless
you want them to. Scroll down on the page to view all of our available design options. Note that
some of our designs have both Design Color and Background Color options. Arrows indicate
color options per design when you are ready to place an order. Cart Contents. Price: 0. Add To
Wishlist. Write a Review. Overview Reviews Tell a Friend. Currently there are no reviews for this
product. Share your opinion with others, be the first to write a review. Submit Your Review.
Background Color Option. Background Color determines the color of the smoke and the outline
of the Spider. The Background remains Black and cannot be changed. Background color
remains black. Design color is for the main Bolts. Design determines the the bolt outline and the
spatter effect. The background color also determines the outline color on the X. Skull head will
remain grey as pictured. Pink, Blue and White are popular background colors for this design.
Several shades of selected design color will be displayed in the Camo pattern. Design Color
selection determines the color of the large Skull Head. Background Color determines the color
of the skull pattern in the background. Design Color selection determines the color of the
Flames. Background Color selection determines the Diamond Plate pattern. Several shades of

selected design color will be displayed in the Camo pattern and Planes. Design Color selection
determines the color of the Starburst pattern. Creature head and flames will remain grey as
pictured. Dice and Triple 7's remain red as pictured. Iron Maiden designs look great on Black
plastics! Design Color selection determines the color of the center stripe. Background Color
selection determines the surrounding pattern. Background Color determines the color of Gears
and Mandy's Top. Only the Background Skull pattern can be changed, the Reaper and
Tombstone pattern always remains Black. Design Color selection determines the color of
Cadillac symbol and silhouette of girls. Background Color selection determines the solid color
in the background. No options for Background color Remains Black. Design Color selection
determines the color of the Wing pattern. Design Color selection determines the color of
Cadillac symbol, silhouette of girls and some of the text. No options for Background color
Remains Silver. Background Color selection determines the surrounding pattern select Black or
White only. Background Color selection determines the surrounding Diamond Plate pattern.
Design Color selection determines the color of random girl silhouettes, the remaining
silhouettes will be made up of Black and Grey girls. Product Disclaimer: 1. Graphics do not
cover all plastic surfaces. Use of graphics is to visually enhance the look of your vehicle. Not
intended to cover or hide entirely the color of your original plastics. Used or open kits will not
be accepted and cannot be returned. For compatibility or if you are not sure what model you
have please contact us before ordering. We are not held responsible when ordering the wrong
product, color or design. Can-Am Renegade r x Graphics Kit 0. Yamaha Raptor Graphics Kit 0.
View More. Aprilia Dirt Bike Graphics.. Cobra Graphics.. Gas Gas Dirt Bike Graphics.. Honda Dirt
Bike Graphics.. Husaberg Dirt Bike Graphics.. Husqvarna Dirt Bike Graphics.. Kawasaki Dirt
Bike Graphics.. Suzuki Dirt Bike Graphics.. Apex ATV Graphics.. Bennche ATV Graphics.. Cobra
ATV Graphics.. Honda ATV Graphics.. Kawasaki ATV Graphics.. Polaris ATV Graphics.. Suzuki
ATV Graphics.. Honda UTV Graphics.. Bennche UTV Graphics.. Kawasaki UTV Graphics..
Polaris UTV Graphics.. Yamaha UTV Graphics.. UTV Door Graphics Arctic Cat Door Kits Can-Am
Door Graphics Can-Am Spyder.. Yamaha Snowmobile Graphic Kits.. Arctic Cat Sled Graphics..
Polaris Sled Graphic Kits.. Ski-Doo Graphic Kits.. Yamaha Jet Ski Graphics.. Kawasaki Jet Ski
Graphics.. Club Car Graphic Kits.. Yamaha Graphic Kits.. CRG Graphics.. KG Graphics.. Tony
Kart Graphics.. Righetti Ridolfi Graphics.. Dirt Bike Graphics.. ATV Graphics.. Snowmobile
Graphics.. Forgot Password? TRX EX. Note: HTML is not translated! Your email address will not
be shared with anyone. I came across this product and thought you may like it. Make Honda.
Model Trx. Cash, Cashier's Check, or Certified Check. Super fast and powerful. Bored to a Nerf
bars. Pro circuit pipe. Pretty clean!! Runs great! Ready to take home and go have some fun
around in the trails! Packed with performance. And just plain fun to ride. No surprise
considering this TRX was conceived using one of Honda's best XR engines ever, and from there
specially tuning it for ATV duty, adding a reverse gear, electric start, long-travel suspension,
and sleek, race-inspired bodywork. Looking for the best all-around sport ATV out there? Here
you go. Some Tote-the-note and in house options available also. We are open 5 days a week.
Tues-Fri Sat and recognize most major holidays. Garage kept needs battery runs great will start
right up runs great low hours. This is my EX, has about hrs on it, runs great no issues. Title in
Hand. Thousand Oaks, CA. Rocky Ford, CO. Bayfield, CO. Huntington Beach, CA. Fairbury, IL.
North Fork, CA. Lyles, TN. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda
Trx ex. Year Make Honda Model Trx. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily
Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Skip to main content of results for " honda ex plastics". Skip
to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands.
Packaging Option. New Arrivals. International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a
new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. FREE
Shipping. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Only 14 left in stock - order soon. Only 9 left in stock
- order soon. Only 7 left in stock - order soon. Only 18 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon
as Fri, Feb Only 8 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb N
2001 lincoln ls owners manual
motorcycle fuse and relay box
clymer motorcycle manuals free download
eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.

DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

